When they reach a flat plain, rivers often deposit their sediment load into a cone-shaped structure called alluvial fan. We present a simplified experimental setup that reproduces, in one dimension, basic features of alluvial fans. A mixture of water and glycerol transports and deposits glass beads between two transparent panels separated by a narrow gap. As the beads, which mimic natural sediments, get deposited in this gap, they form an almost one-dimensional fan. At a moderate sediment discharge, the fan grows quasistatically and maintains its slope just above the threshold for sediment transport. The water discharge determines this critical slope. At leading order, the sediment discharge only controls the velocity at which the fan grows. A more detailed analysis reveals a slight curvature of the fan profile, which relates directly to the rate at which sediments are transported.
I. INTRODUCTION
As they leave mountain ranges, rivers are loaded with eroded materials in the form of sediment grains. When they reach a flatter area, they tend to deposit the coarser part of their load. If the deposition area is unconfined, the sediments build up a cone-shaped structure called an alluvial fan. Typically, the fan is roughly symmetric about its apex (its highest point from which the river flows) (Fig. 1 ) [1] [2] [3] .
To build an alluvial fan, a river needs (i) to transport sediments and (ii) to deposit them evenly across the fan surface. Most of the time, the river continuously deposits sediments along its path. With time, this process elevates the river's bed until its path becomes unstable. At this point, the river overflows its banks and finds a lower path on the fan surface. This catastrophic event is called an avulsion. The new channel, in turn, will slowly fill itself up with sediments, until the next avulsion. As a signature of past avulsions, abandoned channels furrow the fan surface (Fig. 1) . This process, which explains how an alluvial fan roughly maintains radial symmetry as it grows, has already been successfully reproduced in the laboratory [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Most alluvial fans exhibit a relatively constant slope between the apex and the toe [8] [9] [10] , but the physical origin of this feature remains unclear and somewhat paradoxical. Indeed, the slope of a river, and thus that of the fan it builds, depends chiefly on its water discharge and sediment load [8, 12] . Since the river deposits a significant part of its sediment load on the fan surface while the water discharge remains roughly constant, one would expect the fan slope to reflect the downstream decrease of the sediment load [11] .
Observations from one-dimensional laboratory experiments show a roughly linear profile with a slight curvature [13] . Recent two-dimensional experiments generate fans with a constant slope, which does not depend significantly on the sediment discharge [7] . These morphological characteristics remain to be explained.
Inspired by previous experiments, we suggest that the nearly uniform slope of an alluvial fan results from the river * metivier@ipgp.fr being near the threshold for sediment transport [7] . Indeed, for the shear stress induced by the stream on its bed to match exactly the strength necessary to move sediment particles, the river must adjust its slope to a specific value [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Therefore, if the growth of an alluvial fan is driven by a moderate sediment flux, we should observe a quasistatic regime, with the fan geometry being virtually that of equilibrium.
This view would reunite alluvial fans with sand heaps in the class of granular structures that grow near a critical angle [7, 19] . Contrary to sand heaps, however, the angle of an alluvial fan would depend on the system parameters, and notably on the grain size.
To investigate the quasistatic growth of an alluvial fan, we have developed a simple laboratory experiment that produces alluvial fans confined between two plates (Sec. II). This one-dimensional experiment is designed to facilitate our physical understanding, as opposed to more realistic models [20] . At the cost of (i) precluding avulsions, (ii) forcing the width of the channel, and (iii) remaining near threshold, this one-dimensional configuration allows for direct comparison between theory and experiments (Secs. II and III).
II. LABORATORY FAN NEAR THRESHOLD

A. Experimental setup
Our one-dimensional fan is confined between two 1-m-long Plexiglas panels separated by a 2.5-cm-wide gap (Fig. 2) . A mixture of water and glycerol (80% glycerol in volume, density ρ f = 1210 kg m −3 , see Table I for symbols used in the paper) is introduced from the left-hand side of the setup at constant rate and leaves freely the channel at the outlet. Its high viscosity (μ = 40-60 mPa s) ensures that the flow remains laminar (the Reynolds number is of order 10). To generate a fan, this fluid is loaded with glass beads (diameter D = 477 μm, density ρ s = 2485 kg m −3 ). The sediment discharge is controlled by the rotation of an Archimede's screw. In this study, we only vary the water and sediment discharges (Q w = 0.5 − 1.3 L min −1 and Q s = 0.8-3.6 cm 3 min −1 ), while we keep the other parameters constant.
When the experiment starts, glass beads get deposited near the inlet. After a transient lasting a few minutes, the deposited sediments form a tapering structure, which becomes larger as more glass beads settle on its surface (Fig. 2) . This one-dimensional fan grows continuously until it eventually reaches the outlet.
Every minute, we record a picture of the fan, from which the elevation profile h is digitized (Fig. 3) . The fan maintains a quasitriangular shape during its growth, and its slope does not vary significantly (Fig. 3) , thus suggesting a self-affine process, in accordance with previous experimental findings [13] . 
B. Fan near threshold
To formalize the notion of a fan growing near threshold, we first need to establish the transport law for our sediments. We use a separate setup, developed previously [21] . A 3.2 -cmwide channel is filled with the same glass beads our fans are built of and submitted to constant inputs of fluid and sediments. After about one day, the system has reached steady state and we measure the flow-induced shear stress on the bed. This procedure contrasts with that of most previous authors, who imposed the shear stress and measured the resulting sediment discharge [22] .
In an open channel of width W , the shear stress τ exerted by a viscous flow on the bed reads where S and g are the bed slope and the acceleration of gravity, respectively. According to the Coulomb criterion for a granular material, the particles are entrained by the flow only if the ratio of the shear stress to the particle weight exceeds the critical friction coefficient. This threshold can be expressed in terms of the Shields parameter θ defined as
Typically, sediment transport vanishes below the threshold Shields parameter θ c , corresponding to the critical friction coefficient and increases with the Shields parameter beyond that point. At leading order, this increase is usually proportional to the distance to the threshold θ − θ c and our glass beads are no exception (Fig. 4) [21, 22] .
Fitting a first-order transport law to our calibration data, we find
where the proportionality coefficient is α ≈ 4.9 ± 0.3, and the threshold Shields parameter is θ c ≈ 0.35 ± 0.04, in accordance with previous findings in viscous flows [21, 23] . Stokes's settling velocity is defined as
. Based on this transport law, we now investigate how the threshold for sediment transport could set the geometry of an experimental fan. To grow, the fan must be the place of sediment transport. However, if we maintain a low sediment discharge Q s , the Shields parameter should remain close to its threshold value θ c . More specifically, after Eq. (3), if Q s is much smaller than V s D W , then the Shields parameter tends toward θ c . Together with Eqs. (1) and (2), this approximation translates into a critical slope S c defined as Therefore, near threshold, the slope of a fan should be close to critical. This remark prompts us to interpret the geometry of our experimental fans within this framework.
Direct observation reveals that almost no sediment leaves the experiment before the fan extends to the outlet. As the fan consumes more glass beads to grow, the sediment discharge decreases along the channel. Therefore, if we restrict the sediment discharge Q s , we restrict the sediment flux downstream and maintain the entire fan at about the critical slope S c . Based on this hypothesis, we can relate the volume of the fan to its length:
where λ is the porosity of the settled granular material. In two dimensions, a similar mass balance would lead to a cubic-root time dependence [7] . Indeed, after a transient, the length of our experimental fan grows linearly with the square root of time (Fig. 5) . In addition, Eq. (5) provides a reasonable estimate of the proportionality constant relating the fan length to the square root of time.
Although reminiscent of the well-known scaling of Fickian diffusion, this length growing as the square root of time results from mass conservation only and is not related to any diffusive process.
Combining relation Eqs. (4) and (5), we find
where Q wc is a characteristic water discharge:
In order to compare more accurately this prediction with our experiments, we vary the discharges of water and sediments and measure the resulting progradation (i.e., the advance of the fan toe). We find that Eq. (6) of the growth rate of the fan (Fig. 6) . A combination of experimental limitations and the drastic approximations used to derive the theoretical relationship explain the scatter of the data. First, the fluid discharge, the fluid viscosity, and the sediment discharge fluctuate slightly during an experimental run (up to 10%). Due to surface tension, part of the sediments float and leave the experiment without contributing to the fan. In addition, we expect the shallow-water approximation to break down for large fluid discharges.
At this point, we may summarize our findings as follows. When the sediment discharge is moderate, the fan grows quasistatically. In this regime, the water discharge controls its geometry, since the slope adjusts to the threshold for sediment transport. The sediment discharge determines the growth rate of the fan but does not influence its shape significantly.
III. SEDIMENT TRANSPORT ALONG THE FAN
This section is devoted to the next order of the threshold approximation. It will not alter significantly the conclusions of the previous section, but it should clarify the mechanism by which the sediments are distributed along the fan.
A. Exner equation
The fan grows from sediment deposition. The sediment mass balance, often referred to as the Exner equation in the context of geomorphology, formalizes this process:
where q s is the sediment transport rate.
To describe the growth of a fan, the Exner equation must be complemented with the sediment transport law [Eq. (3)]. Based on Eq. (4), we rewrite the transport law in terms of slope [24] :
Combining Eqs. (9) and (8) results in a second-order partial differential equation, which requires two boundary conditions. However, since we cannot specify the length of the fan L a priori, the domain over which we must solve the Exner equation has a free boundary. It is a Stephan problem, which requires an additional boundary condition [25] .
We propose three empirical boundary conditions:
(1) At the inlet, the sediment discharge is set by the experimental conditions: q s (0,t) = Q s /W .
(2) By definition, the fan elevation vanishes at its end:
(3) Finally, the fan traps all the sediments. Therefore, at the fan's end, the sediment discharge vanishes: q s [L(t),t] = 0.
B. Self-affine fan
Formally, Eqs. (9) and (8) and the three boundary conditions could be solved directly, at least numerically. However, it might prove more instructive to look for a simple analytical solution, in the form of a self-affine fan.
Based on Sec. II, we expect the length of a self-affine fan to scale like
where L is a dimensionless constant, close to one. We then rescale the fan profile with this length:
where h * is the self-affine shape of the fan. The critical slope S c , defined by Eq. (4), sets the aspect ratio of the fan. Similarly, we define a dimensionless sediment discharge q s * as
Injecting h * and q s * in the Exner Eq. (8) and the transport law Eq. (9), we obtain two ordinary differential equations:
and
where X = x/L(t) is the rescaled coordinate and
is the dimensionless sediment discharge. The three boundary conditions become q s * (0) = 1, q s * (1) = 0, and h * (1) = 0.
That the evolution equations can be rewritten in a self-affine form suggests the experimental fan could also be self-affine, even beyond first order. To evaluate this hypothesis, we rescale the successive profiles of an experimental fan with its length (Fig. 7) . By focusing on a single experiment, we ensure that the critical slope S c and the dimensionless sediment discharge are constant. At long times, the rescaled profiles tend to collapse on a single shape, indicating a self-affine growth. As a consequence, after a transient, the fan slope converges toward a constant value (Fig. 8) . This monotonous convergence contrasts with previous observations from two-dimensional laboratory fans [7] . The absence of avulsion in our experiments might explain this difference.
Combining the last five profiles of Fig. 7 , the resulting self-affine shape shows an unambiguous curvature (Fig. 9) . This curvature must be related to sediment transport, since the strict threshold theory predicts a uniform slope (Sec. II). In what follows, we aim at quantifying this relationship.
C. Low sediment discharge
To our knowledge, Eqs. (13), (14) , and (16) have no simple analytical solution. We may circumvent this difficulty by considering the quasistatic growth of a fan.
More specifically, we seek an approximate solution of Eqs. (13), (14) , and (16) discharge is small (in our experiments, never exceeds 0.8). Accordingly, we expand the solution to first order in :
Injecting the expanded form of the solution in Eqs. (13), (14) , and (16), and expanding the resulting equations to first order, produces two sets of equations corresponding to the zeroth and first orders.
As expected, the zeroth-order solution corresponds to the triangular fan described in Sec. II B, for which the sediment inputs is uniformly distributed over the fan surface:
More interestingly, the first-order term takes the form of a parabola, thus adding a slight curvature to the triangular fan: At this point, it is perhaps more telling to return to the physical space where the fan profile reads
According to Eq. (20) , sediment transport adds a concave correction to the triangular fan. This shape depends on two parameters only: the critical slope S c (which depends on the water discharge) and the dimensionless sediment discharge (which is independent of the water discharge). Remarkably, this double dependence cannot be reduced to the dimensionless ratio of the two discharges only.
We can measure by fitting the two coefficients of Eq. (20) to the rescaled experimental profiles (Fig. 9) . Repeating this procedure for a series of experiments involving various combinations of flow and sediment discharges, we can compare the measured value of to its theoretical expression [Eq. (15)]. We find an order-of-magnitude agreement between the two, with considerable dispersion of the data (Fig. 10) .
This dispersion exceeds the measurement uncertainty of the profile curvature. In addition to the theoretical limitations exposed in Sec. II B, the low sediment discharge approximation might break down in our experiments. Indeed, the dimensionless sediment flux is not confined to vanishingly small values (Fig. 10) .
IV. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
A relatively light laboratory setup produces a onedimensional alluvial fan amenable to simple physical understanding. When the sediment input is restricted, this fan maintains a self-affine shape as it grows.
To leading order, the water discharge sets the geometry of the fan by maintaining its slope near its critical value, in agreement with previous experimental observations [7] . Through mass balance, the sediment discharge determines the velocity the fan grows at. In particular, the fan length increases as the square root of time, a scaling limited to our one-dimensional configuration.
In addition, the careful examination of the fan elevation profile confirms the slight curvature observed in previous experiments [13] . This departure from the threshold theory is a signature of sediment transport, which may be used to infer the sediment input at the fan apex. The morphology of the fan could thus reveal how fast it grows.
None of the above results applies quantitatively to natural systems since real alluvial fans are two-dimensional, rivers are turbulent, and sediments are often a mixture of disperse grain sizes. The experimental realization of a two-dimensional fan built by a single-thread stream would be a step in this direction. Removing the two panels that, in the experiment presented here, confine the fan in one dimension would have two major consequences: the river would (i) distribute sediments over a self-formed cone and (ii) spontaneously selects its own width and slope. The mass balance can be easily adapted to the uniform distribution of sediments over a cone to describe the average growth of a two-dimensional fan [3] . As for the river slope, the fixed-bank channel used here presents a behavior similar to that of two-dimensional experiments where the slope also reaches a threshold when the sediment discharge vanishes [18] .
We hope that some of the ideas developed here might apply to more realistic systems, since previous experiments involving two-dimensional turbulent flows and multiple grain sizes accord qualitatively with our results [7, 13] . Therefore, we believe that the method proposed here might help us better understand how alluvial fans form in nature.
